The tip of a rod is heated with a torch and brought into contact with the center of a metal sheet. A thermal camera is then used to image the temperature profile of the surface as a function of time. The infrared camera is capable of recording radiometric data with 1 mK resolution in nearly 10 5 pixels, so thermal diffusion can be monitored with unprecedented precision. With a frame rate of approximately 10 Hz, the pace of the data acquisition minimizes the loss of accuracy due to inevitable cooling mechanisms. We report diffusivity constants equal to 1.23 6 0.06 cm 2 /s in copper and 0.70 6 0.05 cm 2 /s in aluminum. The behavior is modeled with a straightforward but oddly under-utilized one-dimensional finite difference method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Thermal diffusion is a fundamental physical phenomenon that follows pure mathematical arguments. When thermal energy is concentrated, system configurations are limited; but when the thermal energy is evenly distributed, there are more ways to arrange the system. Since macrostates with higher multiplicity are favored statistically, physical systems naturally evolve toward higher entropy states. 1 Hence, thermal diffusion is a direct result of the logical operation of the universe. If heat did not diffuse as predicted by the second law of thermodynamics, we (as scientists) would be in big trouble! Thermal diffusion is also an important mechanism for understanding heat transfer and temperature change in a variety of systems across all scientific and engineering disciplines, particularly in the design and characterization of temperature-dependent devices. Metallic heat sinks, usually made of aluminum or copper, are important components in most heat management applications. For these reasons, thermal diffusion in metals has been the focus of numerous investigations over many decades. Increasingly sophisticated experimental techniques have been developed and employed for measuring thermal diffusivity, starting with the flash method, 2 and including open-cell photoacoustics, 3 modulated spot heating, 4 and modulated photothermal radiometry. 5 The flash method has been adopted as the industry standard for many applications. 6 Extension of these onedimensional methods to two-dimensional, in-plane characterization requires mapping, 7 an array of detectors, 8 or thermal imaging. 9 We are more specifically interested in the study of thermal diffusion within the context of an instructional physics laboratory. Hence, we seek measurement precision and accuracy, while also giving consideration to experimental simplicity. Prior work with this intention 8, 10, 11 has involved complicated instrumentation with less accurate and less precise results. Our approach relies on a heated rod to quickly generate a steep temperature gradient in the center of a metallic plate that is monitored in real time via the video feed from a thermal camera. In so doing, we obtain a rapid ($10 Hz) sequence of radiometric images with 1-mm spatial resolution and 1-mK thermal precision. Time-dependent radial temperature profiles are computed by integrating around concentric circles centered on the position of the rod. These profiles are matched to Gaussians in order to estimate the thermal diffusivity, which is then used in finite-difference simulations to confirm the accuracy of the method.
II. EXPERIMENT
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 . A 12 in. Â 12 in. sheet of 0.125-in-thick metal is clamped on the edges in a vertical orientation 0.75 m from a FLIR T300 thermal camera. 12 This configuration produces images with pixel dimensions $1 mm 2 . The body of the camera is shielded by black posterboard to minimize reflection-related artifacts in the thermal image. Since heating within the camera can produce a small thermal gradient across the image, the temperature of the camera itself is stabilized with an external fan. To optimize thermal contact, a lathe is used to face off the tip of an 8.8-mm diameter brass rod. Then, a MAP-Pro hand torch is used to heat the tip, which is shielded from the plate during heating to minimize unintentional heating of the plate via thermal radiation. The rod is quickly translated into contact with the rear surface of the metal sheet via the linear ballbearing-mounted horizontal arm of a microscope boom stand. Thermal contact is maintained for 1-2 s, followed by retraction of the rod.
With FLIR TOOLSþ software, 13 the T300 is capable of acquiring and streaming (via USB) full dynamic radiometric infrared video at a rate of approximately 10 Hz. The 320 Â 240 pixel focal plane array is most sensitive in the 7.5-13 lm spectral range with a thermal sensitivity below 50 mK. A representative infrared image is shown in Fig. 2 (enhanced with a video in the online version of the journal). Individual radiometric frames are analyzed using IMAGEJ.
14 In order to reduce the impact of surface irregularities and thermal gradients that are not related to direct contact between the rod and the sheet, we subtract the image that immediately precedes the heating sequence from all subsequent frames. Hence, while all temperature measurements are absolute, only temperature differences DT are presented and analyzed. We use the radial profile plugin for IMAGEJ to obtain an average measure of the temperature elevation DT as a function of radial distance from the location of the center of the rod.
We test the thermal response in two different metals: anodized multipurpose 6061 aluminum and multipurpose 110 copper with a coating of black paint on the imaging surface. After a delay of 2-3 s, we note a discrete change in the thermal profile, which appears to be associated with mechanical vibrations within the plate. Similar behavior has been observed in photoacoustic measurements of thermal diffusivity and attributed to periodic deformations of the sample. 15 Indeed, this thermoelastic bending (more commonly known as the "drum effect") can also be used to measure the thermal diffusivity. 16 In this report, we limit our analysis to the window of time that precedes this phenomenon.
III. MODEL A. Analytical approach
The underlying theory of this experiment has been explored in detail. 9 In cylindrical coordinates with azimuthal symmetry, the heat equation is given by
where q is the density, C p is the specific heat, k is the thermal conductivity, and gðr; tÞ is the rate of internal heat generation/absorption at positionr. The thermal diffusivity a ¼ k/qC p is a measure of how well the material conducts thermal energy relative to its capacity to store thermal energy. For instantaneous heating by a circular Gaussian source of radius r 0 , the heat equation can be solved using Fourier, Hankel, and inverse Laplace integral transforms.
The full procedure, which can be found in Ref. 9 , results in an infinite sum where every term is multiplied by a Gaussian factor that determines the shape of the temperature distribution at time t. Hence, the thermal profile is proportional to this factor Tðr; tÞ / e 
The functional form of Eq. (2) is similar to the source (also known as the fundamental) solution for one-dimensional heat flow or
which corresponds to the instantaneous release of a pulse of energy at the origin. 18 At t ¼ 0, the temperature has a sharp spike at x ¼ 0, but as time progresses, the distribution gets shorter and wider. In both coordinate systems, the energy spreads quickly at first when the temperature gradient is large and more slowly at later times when the gradients are smaller. The actual temperature change at each point depends on the change in gradient, which can drive more energy in or out.
B. Numerical approach
When the duration of the heating process is not negligible relative to the timescale of the measurement, the timedependent temperature profile cannot be obtained analytically. However, the problem is readily solved using the numerical method of finite differences. The numerical approximation should agree with the analytical solution if the heating mechanisms are compatible and if the mathematical procedures are correct. Prior finite difference-based analyses 8 have mapped the heat flow in two-dimensional cartesian coordinates. However, the two-dimensional approach is inefficient (and unnecessarily time-consuming) because the cylindrical symmetry of the experiment dictates that the diffusion is inherently one-dimensional along the radial direction. Neglecting the thickness of the plate, the heat equation is also independent of z so that
Introducing a mesh of N nodes alongr designated r i with i ¼ 1, 2,…, N and Dr ¼ R/(N À 1), and a mesh of nodes in time t j with j ¼ 1, 2,…, spacing Dt, and working forward in time, the finite difference analog is
where r iþ1=2 is a radial position located halfway between r iþ1 and r i , r iÀ1=2 is a radial position located halfway between r iÀ1 and r i , and T i,j % T(r i , t j ). This expression provides an explicit method for the direct determination of the unknown temperatures at all nodes in each new time increment j þ 1. The result is a system of interlinked algebraic equations with simple tri-diagonal structure
. . . 
Such matrix equations are readily solved using standard numerical linear algebra methods. For computational stability, the Mesh Fourier Number F ¼ aDt/Dr 2 must be less than 0.5. The diagonal elements in the A matrix above are: a 1,1 ¼ 1/F À 1.5 and a i,i ¼ 1/F À 2 for i 6 ¼ 1; the off-diagonal elements are given by: a i,iþ1
The simplicity of the one-dimensional approach makes the calculation quick and easy in common computational software like MATHEMATICA. 19 
IV. RESULTS
We start with the instantaneous radial profiles that are obtained after (and in the case of copper, coincident with) retraction of the rod, fitting each profile to a Gaussian in order to obtain b 2 as a function of time. (We assign t ¼ 0 to the instant when the rod first makes contact with the plate.) The average coefficient of determination (the adjusted R 2 value) for our Gaussian fits exceeds 0.99. We focus on post-heating data in this part because these frames are more likely to agree with those that would result from instantaneous heating. Results of this preliminary analysis are shown in Fig. 3 . Even though heat is applied for an extended period of time prior to the acquisition of these frames, our linear fits yield diffusivity constants that agree well with expected values. In copper, we find a Cu ¼ 1.23 6 0.06 cm 2 /s, which compares favorably with the recommended reference value of a Cu ¼ 1.17 cm 2 /s. 20 In our 6061 Aluminum, we find a Al ¼ 0.70 6 0.05 cm 2 /s. The diffusivity in Aluminum alloys depends strongly on composition and temper. 21 For example, the temper of alloy 6061 alone can cause thermal conductivity variation of up to 15%. The temper of our 6061 Aluminum sheet is designated T651, which is closest to the T6 temper identified in Ref. 21 . Using the 6061 temper T6 the thermal conductivity k ¼ 167 W/mK along with the density and specific heat of the closest cited alloy Al-Mg-Si (q ¼ 2707 kg/m 3 and C p ¼ 892 J/kg W) yields a Al ¼ 0.69 cm 2 /s, nearly matching our experimental result.
Next, we use the diffusivity constants obtained via Fig. 3 to simulate the radial profiles in accordance with the finite difference method described above. Since we subtract the image that precedes the heating process from all subsequent images, the temperature difference DT is the measured temperature T in each pixel minus the ambient temperature observed in that pixel at the start of the experiment. The results of this procedure are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 . In order to execute the simulation at early times, we need an estimate of the central temperature change DT center (t) due to gðr; tÞ. When the rod first comes into thermal contact with the plate, we expect the temperature at the center to asymptotically approach the temperature of the rod. We can represent this expectation by the following phenomenological equation:
where the time constant s describes how quickly the center of the plate thermalizes with the rod at a new equilibrium value DT hot . We find that our early central pixel measurements follow this functional form the best when we assign t ¼ 0 correctly. We do not have an independent indication of when the rod initially touches the plate, but since this fit is very sensitive to transient offsets, we believe that we can identify the start event with a precision of 0.05 s. The fitting procedure yields the appropriate parameters (DT hot % 5 K and s % 0.5 s) for a heating function that can be used to calculate DT in the central pixels during early time steps. The calculated temperatures are assigned directly to the central pixels, while the remaining mesh points are obtained via Eq. (6) . After the rod is removed, we terminate the heat transfer and allow the central pixels to cool only via thermal diffusion into neighboring pixels. We have also conducted a twodimensional cartesian simulation to confirm that the results of our one-dimensional model match those generated by the two-dimensional model employed in prior studies. 8 The strong influence of heat loss during this type of measurement is well documented. 22, 23 Hence, the agreement of the fits in both metals spanning over 3 orders of magnitude in DT is remarkable.
V. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated that modern infrared cameras can be used to monitor thermal diffusion with unprecedented accuracy and precision. We employ a novel yet simple and effective heating mechanism, namely, thermal contact with the tip of a hot rod. Radiometric images of metal plates with 1-mK thermal resolution and 1-mm spatial resolution are recorded and transferred to a computer at a rate of nearly 10 Hz. The images are analyzed to obtain radial temperature profiles that are modeled using a highly efficient onedimensional finite difference model. Since our diffusivity constants are obtained experimentally, the analysis proceeds without any adjustable parameters. The accuracy of the physics, examined for the first time with logarithmic precision, is excellent. Presumably, the speed of the heat transfer and data acquisition minimizes the alternative cooling mechanisms that have troubled prior investigations. 8, 11 Due to growing demand for infrared products across a variety of markets, thermal cameras with laboratory-grade capabilities are increasingly affordable. For example, the new $700 FLIR C2 has an 80 Â 60 infrared sensor, < 0.1-K sensitivity, and a frame rate of 9 Hz. 24 Beyond the experiment described here, these cameras can be used to demonstrate and visualize a broad range of physical phenomena, including heat generation in resistive circuits and other devices, 25 heat transfer, the mechanical equivalent of heat, and heat engines. Indeed, the intrinsic mechanism of thermal imaging, namely, the strong relationship between temperature and the intensity of blackbody radiation, provides another opportunity for exploring statistical mechanics and thermal physics. We anticipate that thermal cameras will find their way onto the shelves of more and more physics laboratories and demonstration rooms as applications multiply and prices reach new lows. 
